Abstract-Image processing techniques for object tracking, identification and classification have become common today as a result of improved quality of cameras as well as prices of cameras becoming cheaper and cheaper day by day. The use of cameras also make it possible for human analysis of video streams or images where it is difficult for robots or algorithms or machines to effectively deal with the images. However, the use of cameras for basic tracking and analysing do not come without challenges such as issues with sudden changes in illumination, shadows, occlusion, noise, and high computational time and space complexities of algorithms. A typical image processing task may involve several subtasks such as capturing, and pre-processing which demand high computational resources to complete. One of the main pre-processing tasks used in image processing is image segmentation which enables images to be divided into sections of interest in order to perform analysis on them. Background Subtraction is commonly used to segment images into Background and Foreground for further processing. Algorithms producing highly accurate results during this segmentation task normally demand high computation time or memory space, while algorithms that use smaller memory space and shorter time to complete this segmentation task may also suffer from limitations that may lead to undesired results at some point in time. Poor outputs from algorithms will eventually lead to system failure which must be avoided as much as possible. This paper proposes a median based background updating algorithm which determines the median of a buffer containing values that are highly correlated. The algorithm achieves this by deletingan extreme valuefrom the buffer whenever data is to be added to it.Experiments show that the method produces good results with less computational time which will make it possible to implement on devices that do not have much computation resources.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image processing technique for object tracking, identification and classification has become common today as a result of improved quality of cameras as well as prices becoming cheaper and cheaper day by day. The use of cameras also make it possible for human analysis of video streams or images where it is difficult for robots or algorithms or machines to effectively deal with the images. Research works in image processing primarily are looking for new and effective ways of fully using cameras to implement task that are done by humans in order to automate processes. However, the use of cameras for basic tracking and analysing do not come without challenges such as issues with illumination, shadows, occlusion, and noise.Various algorithms have been proposed to deal with these challenges in order to have robots able to compete with their human counterparts with high levels of competences. Even though these challenges are being addressed by various researchers, one main challenge still persists within the domain of image processing and that is how to improve the performance of algorithms or design new ones so that they can be very efficient with respect to time and space complexities [1, 2] . The reason for continuous work is to have algorithms that run very fast and take shorter computational time to complete tasks, notwithstanding the fact that results produced by these algorithms must be accurate for the tasks they are designed for [3] .
One of the main tasks performed for almost all image processing task is image segmentation, which enables an algorithm to dividean image into two or more components. It is usually the first task of any image analysis process module and thus, subsequent tasks rely strongly on the quality of segmentation [4, 5, 6] . Segmentation processes simply seeks to evaluate pixel values to see whether they fall within a category or not, usually done by comparing pixel values with some threshold value(s). Marykutty and Sankar in [7] used the object segmentation method for content based video management and compression of video frames for video conferencing. The face region, which is the object of interest in the video frames, is identified first using a skin Copyright © 2017 MECS I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2017, 2, 1-8 colour based algorithm. This algorithm was applied so that an image will generate face and non-face pixels in order to apply different compression technique to them.One of the most common segmentation processes is the Background Subtraction, which enables the system to derive two images from a given set of images or video stream normally referred to as Background and Foreground. In all cases the background is normally considered as the element in the scene that is not of interest to the system and the foreground is the set of pixels the system will be interested in for further processing. Various algorithms have been proposed to deal effectively with this task of segmenting the background (static section in a video stream) and foreground (not-static section in a video stream), but not without one constraint or the other. Algorithms producing highly accurate resultsnormally demand high computation time or memory space, while algorithms requiring smaller memory space and shorter time to complete may also suffer from limitations that may lead to undesired results at some point in time [8] . Poor outputs from algorithms will eventually lead to system failure. Another interesting observation is that, it is very difficult to have an ideal algorithm the can fit all situations or scenarios, hence the need to have one that best fit most situations in order for effective application of image processing techniques for tracking, identification, classification, and recognition [9] .
Currently, background subtraction is a common method to detect objects [10, 11] or toseparate the foreground from the background.
A background subtraction is easy and fast for tracking objects, however extracting and updating the background in real time is the critical task of this method or algorithm or model, which demands a lot of computational time. As a result, researchers have proposed many methods to perform this critical task since an effective one will always lead to better object detection in complex environments or scene. Complex scenes occur as a result of changes in light intensity, snow, rain and other environmental factors [12] . The strength of the background model depends on how to effectively update the background when such environmental factors occur. Many background updating methods have been proposed in the past decades including Running Gaussian Average, Temporal Median Filter, Mixture of Gaussian, Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), and Kalman Filter.
II. RELATED WORKS
The main challenges in the domain of image processing have always been the time and space complexities of algorithms. Interestingly there is not a single algorithm that can fit all situations as far as background updating is concern. One algorithm may have a very good time complexity, but may be poor in terms of handling background updating values effectively. Another algorithm that may generate a very good or excellent output or background updating values may suffer from high time complexity to get the job done successfully. For example, the Mixture of Gaussian (MoG) method is among the best performing background subtraction algorithms but suffers from high computational time and its parameters require careful tuning. Secondly, it is very sensitive to sudden changes in global illumination. If a scene remains stationary for a long period of time, the variances of the background components may become very small. A sudden change in global illumination can then turn the entire frame into foreground [11] .Stauffer et al. [13, 14] proposed Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to model the value of each pixel of the video frames as a mixture of Gaussians. This method can solve the problems of light changes and waving trees in the background, but the parameters of the Gaussian distributions need to be estimated and optimized in advance, which will lead to high computational complexity. This challenge makes it difficult to actually implement this method for real-time application especially on microcontrollers and low-end devices. Again the online updating of the model is so slow [15] that this method cannot precisely detect large objects which are moving slowly [16] .
Temporal Median Filtering method of updating background values is one of the simplest methods used to model background. Lo and Velastin [17] proposed to use the median value of the last n frames as the background model. The method works well but performance is usually based on the size of the buffer and the nature of video stream to be analysed. It has been implemented successfully in areas of tracking objects in a simple video stream. In addition, Cucchiara [18] proposed to compute the median on a special set of values containing last n, sub-sampled frames and w times the last computed median value. This combination increases the stability of the background model. Piccardi [10] concluded that the main disadvantage of the median-based approach is that its computation requires a buffer with the recent pixel values. Another disadvantage of the median-based is its method used to select the median for the updating of the background. Parameter and Non-parametric methods of selection of median values have been proposed, and mosttime the non-parametric methods have shorter computational time which generally improves the performance of the algorithm [19, 20] . Again, the median filter does not accommodate for a rigorous statistical description and does not provide a deviation measure for adapting the subtraction threshold [10] .
Based on approximated median filtering (MF), McFarlane [13] proposed a background model which stores only one video frame that is the background image for object detection. The strength of the algorithm is that it has a very low computational time as compared to most of the background updating algorithms and again does not require a buffer to store the last n frames. This method is useful for the small objects moving rapidly. However, when the objects are large and moving slowly there is ghost of the objects in the background and obviously it will affect the detection results. Especially when moving objects slow down and stop finally, the objects will merge into the background as background updating and cannot be detected. This method can be improved by using bootstrapping to determine the first set of pixels to be considered as Background pixel. Our experiments showed that the initial value considered as background pixel will affect subsequence background pixel estimation. Approximated approach used byRemagnino et al [22] also generated good result but not as compared to MoG.
Sen-Ching et al [11] concluded in their experiment that MoG and MF produced better results than that of approximated median filters as wells as Kalman Filter, but MoG has high time complexity while MF has high space complexity. That is, the median-based background updating models uses only the last n frames for estimation and selection of median values using the sorting methodalso requires high computational time. This paper proposed another median based background updating model which determines the median of a buffer of size n which contains values that are highly correlated as compared to the traditional means of estimating the median values.
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm uses a buffer of size n to store n images from which the median values for all corresponding locations (x,y) for all images are estimated and stored as background. Unlike the traditional median filtering which uses a sliding window approach to update the background, this algorithm does not use this method, but still maintain a sorted list in order to generate the value to be used for updating the background.That is, the proposed algorithm performs pixel value insertion into the buffer and deletes either the least value or maximum value in the buffer. This makes it possible for impulse noise to be quickly removed before it influences the selection of the median for updating the background as seen in some cases of the median filter updating method and some of the approximated median-base background updating models.
A. The key features of the proposed algorithm are
i.
It is a median-based algorithm which makes it simple and acceptable since median based algorithms have been widely used successfully [23] . ii.
Sorting is only done during the bootstrapping period, after which there will be no need to re-sort the buffer again. iii.
Time complexity for the algorithm is much faster thanthe Temporal Median Filter algorithm. iv.
The set of values from which the median is selected usually exhibits a better correlation among elements than that of the temporary median filter algorithm, which means updating pixel values generated by the proposed are relatively better. v.
During the insertion of a value into the buffer, an extreme value is deleted. The value to be deleted depends on the magnitude of the incoming value.
The buffer is logically divided into two(2) sections, the upper and the lower. The upper section contains values that are all larger or equal to that of the lower section. Insertion operations must always ensure that the list is sorted so that the median can easily be determined. If avalue is to be inserted into the lower section, then the maximum value in the buffer will be deleted and vice versa. This makes it possible for the proposed algorithm to handle noisy pixels (impulse noise) well and avoids using them when updating the background. vi.
Binary search algorithm is use to find where a value is to be inserted, and the time taken to perform this task is O(logn) vii.
The shifting of values in order for the insertion operation to be performed takes O(n) for worst case scenario. viii.
The selection of the median value for size nbuffer will take O(n) = {O(log n) + O(n)} for worst case scenario, which performs much better than the traditional median filter approach.
B. The Algorithm
Create a buffer of (x, y, n) size ii.
Read the first n images into the buffer iii.
Sort the content of the buffer and Select Buffer(x, y,(n-1)/2) as value to be used for updating the background.
B(x, y) = Buffer (x, y, (n -1)/2) iv.
Read next Image I t v.
Determine where I t (x,y) can be inserted into the buffer using Binary Search method. vi.
Determine whether the location is in the upper section of the list or lower section of the buffer. vii.
Shift data to the right if the value is less than the current median value; otherwise shift data to the left. That is, the smaller values will be lost when the incoming values are bigger than the current median value, maximum values are deleted otherwise. viii.
Select the median value and update the background with it B(x, y) = Buffer (x, y, (n -1)/2) Figure 1 illustrates how the algorithm works using a given sample values and abuffer of size 11 cells. The buffer is initially filled and sorted. To add value 14 to the buffer, the location to insert the value is first searched and identified. Since 14 will have to be added to the lower part of the buffer, the maximum value is deleted, all data greater that 14 areshifted to the right and the value (14) inserted. The median value is selected as the background updating pixel value.
C. Illustration of How the Proposed Algorithm Works
The second illustrationinserts value 27 to the list and selects the median for updating the background. 
IV. TESTING OF THE ALGORITHM
Three (3) main tests were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Generally the strength of the proposed algorithm is that it is faster when compared to the traditional median method for background updating algorithm and also in terms of updating the background pixels, the selected values are always closer to the ground-truth.Again as a result of the insertion procedure described above, the method is able to delete extremevalues, which gives it the property of inherently dealing with impulse noise found in captured images.These tests or analysis performed was to measure how these claims could be ascertained.
Randomly generated values test, performance of algorithm on selected images and Big-O analysis to determine time complexity of the proposed algorithm were used to test the algorithm.
A. Randomly Generated Values Test.
Ten thousand (10,000) randomly generated values between 0 and 255 were used for this testing. The value 128 was selected as the ground-truth background pixel or value, and thealgorithms were applied to the given set of data to determine which algorithm generated background updating value equal to the selected ground-truth value. Nine different sets of data were generated randomly with each set containing 10,000 values. The percentage of the selected ground-truth values were varied for each set of data before the algorithms were made to generate their updating values. The number of times an algorithm generated 128 as background updating value was counted for analysis. The General method was as follows:
Determine the estimated background pixel value at any given time. (b t ) ii. Count how many estimated (b t ) are equal to 128(the selected Ground-truth). iii. Algorithm that produced higher frequency for the counting technique was selected as a good candidate for generating background updating values.
B. The Image Test
The second experiment was performed by using a sampled recorded video stream to check for some of the strength and weakness of the proposed algorithm. This technique for testing the performance of image processing algorithm is quiet common since researchers are able to present visuals of the outcome of their algorithms and able to compare with others. The proposed algorithm was implemented using MATLAB and tested with sample video. Three other algorithms (temporary median filtering, running average and Mcfarlane's median approximation) were also tested with the same sample video. During the testing, the rate of extraction of the frames from the video stream was also varied tosimulate the common scenarios of fast and slow moving objects in a scene. Two (2) main categories of sample rate performed to mimic slow(6 frames per second), and fast(2 frames per second) moving objects in the scene respectively.
C. Computation Complexities
The final test evaluated the time and space complexities of the proposed algorithm and that of the three other median algorithms.The Big O Notation was used to estimate the computational time of the algorithms. Table 5 .1illustrates the various percentages of groundtruth values in the 10,000 randomly sampled data and the number of times an algorithm's estimate matched the ground-truth. Table 1 Table 1 indicated that the proposed algorithm for most of the time predicted or generated background updating values that were the same as theground-truth for all the distributions. This suggested that the method can do well when used for selecting background updating values; however it must be stated that the distribution of the randomly generated values can also affect the performance of this method.
V. RESULTS

A. Results for Randomly Generated Values Test
B. Results for Sample Image Tests
Selected frames from a video stream The sample images in Table 2 indicated that the proposed algorithm performed relatively better in trying to identify an object in the background. The issue of ghost was much minimized with the proposed algorithm especially when the number of frames saved in the buffer increased. It was also observed that McFarlane's algorithm did well when objects in the scene are moving very fast as illustrated in Table 3 . Table 3 . Performance of various algorithms on relatively fast moving objects in scene Six (6) Frames per second From the above Table 3 , Macfarlane's approximated median works very well just like the proposed. This was as a result of the rate of movement of objects in the scene. VI. CONCLUSION
C. Time Complexity Analysis of the Proposed Algorithm.
The idea of having a single algorithm that best fit for background modelling has always been a challenge. A algorithm may do well in one scenario and may performbadly in another scenario. Very good algorithms used in modelling background do have high computational or space complexities. The practicehas always been to anticipate the type of scene ideal for a typical algorithm, and develop system based on them in order to get a job done. The research proposed a new median based algorithm which can generally handle various scenarios and can be used to generate good results at all times even when the nature of scenes to be used by the application is not known in advance.
